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Abstract 

Magneto-optical effects (MOEs) are attracting wide interest and are found in various 

applications including magnetic field sensors, optical modulators, isolators and switches. In this 

work, we have revisited the all-optical inverse Faraday effect (IFE) method to measure the 

Faraday rotation angle and determine the Verdet constant of diamagnetic/paramagnetic liquids 

and solutions. We show that by using a tunable picosecond laser source the generated IFE 

enables to reach magnetic flux densities in liquids in the range of 1-100 T, levels which are 

comparable to or higher than pulsed magnetic fields obtained using electromagnets. This all-

optical method with no pump-probe scheme has the advantage that it requires small volumes 

(<100 µL) and enables in situ, fast, and efficient static measurements. We further show that it 

is possible to determine the Verdet constant of solutes in binary diluted solutions and 

demonstrate that the Verdet constants of chiral molecules exhibit significant enantiomeric 

difference.  
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Magneto-optical effects (MOEs) refer traditionally to any phenomena arising as a result of the 

interaction between light and an optical medium that is magnetized, whether it be spontaneously 

or externally by an applied quasi-static magnetic field1,2. MOEs usually manifest themselves 

through changes in the polarization state, the phase, the intensity and/or the propagation 

direction of light. The most well-known example of MOEs, the Faraday effect (FE)3-7, is linear 

with the applied magnetic field and describes the rotation of the polarization of linearly 

polarized light as it travels through a non-absorbing medium in a direction parallel to an 

externally applied magnetic field (Faraday configuration). Phenomenologically, it can be 

shown that the FE arises from a second-order nonlinear optical (NLO) response of the media to 

the quasi-static field and that it is related to the magnetic circular birefringence (MCB), i.e., the 

difference in the magnetized medium’s refractive index for left- and right-handed circularly 

polarized (LCP/RCP) light (see Methods section). Because linearly polarized light can be 

represented as a superposition of LCP and RCP components that travels at different phase 

velocities � ��⁄  and � ��⁄ , its plane of polarization therefore rotates by an angle8,9 

� = �
2� Δ���� = ������� (1) 

 

where Δ��� = �� − �� and �� and �� are the refractive indices of the medium for LCP and 

RCP light, respectively. The handedness convention of the polarized input beam is defined here 

by looking towards the source, against the direction of beam propagation. �� is the longitudinal 

(i.e., collinear with the light propagation direction) component of the magnetic flux density, L 

is the optical path length, and λ is the wavelength of the light. � is the Verdet constant, a 

measure of the strength of the FE, which depends on the properties of the medium, the 

wavelength, and the temperature. Generally, materials with positive Verdet constants are 

categorized as diamagnetic, whereas those with negative Verdet constant are paramagnetic10. 
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A unique feature of the FE is that it is a non-reciprocal effect, meaning that the direction of 

rotation is independent of the direction of light propagation, unlike the natural optical rotation 

of chiral molecules for example which is a reciprocal effect. Hence, a beam travelling forward 

and backward has for effect of doubling the rotation angle. If the medium is absorbing, the 

refractive index becomes complex, and its real (refractive index) and imaginary (extinction 

coefficient) parts are different for LCP and RCP light11. The latter difference is referred to as 

magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). MCB and MCD are related to each other via Kramers-

Kronig relations. In an absorbing medium, linearly polarized light not only rotates but also 

becomes elliptically polarized. 

Clearly, the empirical law given in Eq. (1) provides a mean to find directly the Verdet 

constant of a material under a given magnetic field strength and for a definite optical path length 

by measuring the Faraday rotation angle. Using this law, the Verdet constants of various 

diamagnetic and paramagnetic media including gases, liquids, and solids have since been 

determined experimentally and at several wavelengths12-16. Most of these measurements relied 

on magnetic fields produced either by direct current (DC)16,17, alternating current (AC)18-20, or 

pulsed methods21. Except for the latter method, generated magnetic flux densities are relatively 

weak (< 1 T) and measured Faraday rotation angles are small (< 1°). To improve the detection 

sensitivity, modulation22,23 and balanced photodetection24,25 with lock-in amplifying techniques 

are usually supplemented. However, this has for drawback to make experimental setups bulky 

and expensive as they involve rare-earth-based electromagnets and complex electronics. 

An alternative, albeit lesser known, approach to the generation of quasi-static magnetic field 

is based on so-called inverse MOEs (IMOEs) or, more properly, opto-magnetic effects. The 

first observation of such effects was reported in the early 60s by Pershan et al. when a static 

magnetization was optically-induced in non-absorbing materials along the propagation 

direction of intense circularly polarized light coming from a pulsed laser source26. Because the 
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static magnetization breaks the directional symmetry of the medium’s susceptibility and leads 

to a circular birefringence similar to the FE, the effect was called inverse Faraday effect (IFE). 

Phenomenologically, it can be shown that the optically-induced magnetization results from the 

NLO response of the media to the optical frequency field. In fact, this effect could be view as 

an optomagnetic rectification since it is the magnetic analog of the optical rectification (see 

Methods section). The optically-induced static magnetization is based on a differential 

measurement of circular intensities and is given by8,27 

�� =
���
�� ������� − ���			, (2) 

 

where �� and �� are the intensities of the LCP and RCP light, respectively, and �� the refractive 

index of the medium in the absence of magnetization. The presence of the Verdet constant in 

both Eqs. (1) and (2) immediately suggests that the coupling between the IFE and the FE could 

be used to determine the Verdet constant of any non-absorbing material (Fig. 1). In this scheme, 

a single elliptically polarized input beam induces a static magnetization in the medium with the 

IFE. In turn, the magnetized medium modifies the polarization characteristics of the beam 

through the FE and the Faraday rotation angle can be used to retrieve the Verdet constant. In 

their study, Pershan et al. demonstrated the capacity of this all-optical method by measuring 

the Verdet constants of a series of organic and inorganic liquids, as well as that of a 

paramagnetic Eu2+-doped CaF2 glass26. Despite the potential and simplicity (e.g., no need for a 

pump-probe configuration) of the method, there has been to the authors’ knowledge no further 

development nor study that were applied to the determination of Verdet constants. One 

plausible reason for this state-of-affairs was the high average power necessary to generate the 

IFE with the available pulsed nanosecond laser sources. The long pulse width (> 1 m), 

characteristic of these sources, has also for adverse effect to generate strong peak power on the 
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sample interface/holder and other optics, thus likely damaging these interfaces and limit the 

potential/sensibility of the method. However, we will show below that these experimental 

difficulties can be mitigated and that all-optical IFE/FE measurements in the nanosecond 

regime are possible, even at longer wavelengths (1550 nm). Another, yet unexplored, approach 

that would avoid such drawbacks and better match the time scale of spin-orbit interactions 

relevant to the IFE28,29 would be to work instead in the picosecond regime. 

Here, we revisit Pershan’s IFE-based method to measure the Faraday rotation angle and 

determine the Verdet constants of any liquid and solution composed of diamagnetic or 

paramagnetic, achiral or chiral molecules. We show that picosecond laser sources are actually 

very efficient to generate IFE and to perform static measurements of the Verdet constant. 

Therefore, using a pulsed (1 kHz) picosecond laser source, tunable in the visible to near-infrared 

range (700-2000 nm), we were able to reach pulsed static magnetic flux densities in liquids in 

the range of 1-100 T, levels which are comparable to or higher than those obtained with pulsed 

magnetic fields. However, when time-averaged, these magnetic flux densities fall in the range 

of a few µT, i.e., less than the Earth’s average magnetic field (∼ 40 µT), thus presenting no 

health risk nor potential for mechanical damages. The picosecond pulse width also physically 

limits the magnetic field over a smaller spatial range (< 5-7 mm), therefore reducing the sample 

volume down to 50-100 µL, and potentially even less. In addition, contrary to previous 

magnetization detection methods that imposed to do differential measurements, our approach 

offers the possibility to perform in situ, fast static measurements that can be averaged over a 

few seconds, thereby ensuring a high signal-to-noise ratio. By using an internal reference 

method, it was possible to extract the Verdet constant of an Eu(III)-triflate complex in binary 

dilute solutions (< 1 mM). Also, we were able to make the first demonstration of an efficient 

chiral discrimination by measuring the Verdet constants of enantiomers of α-pinene and 

carvone. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the coupling between the Faraday effect (FE) and the 

inverse Faraday effect (IFE) in a liquid. In the IFE, the propagation of an intense left- or 

right-handed elliptically polarized (LEP/REP) input laser beam of frequency ω through a liquid 

of thickness L induces a static magnetization �� collinear with the direction of propagation �. 

This magnetization is equivalent to a static magnetic flux density �� that acts on the LEP/REP 

input beam and, through the FE, changes the polarization characteristics (azimuthal rotation 

and ellipticity) of the output beam. The handedness convention of the polarized input beam is 

defined by looking towards the source, against the direction of propagation. 
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Results 

Evidence of strong optically-induced magnetization in diamagnetic liquids. Fig. 2 

illustrates the effect of the laser power of a 700 nm input beam on the azimuth (rotation angle) 

and ellipticity (i.e., the ratio of the length of the semi-minor axis to that of the semi-major axis) 

of the elliptically polarized output beam after its propagation in liquid benzene over an optical 

path length of 2 mm (see “Determination of the characteristic parameters of the elliptical 

polarization” in Supporting Information for details). Benzene was chosen mainly because, 

unlike other organic solvents such as toluene and carbon disulfide, it offers a good compromise 

between a large Verdet constant13,30 and a relatively small optical Kerr constant31. The effect 

was measured for both left- and right-handed elliptically polarized (LEP/REP) input beams. 

Here, the convention taken for the handedness is defined by looking towards the source, against 

the direction of beam propagation. As mentioned previously, through the IFE, the propagation 

of an elliptically polarized input beam in the liquid induces a static magnetization, which is 

function of the input peak power or, equivalently, the average power. In turn, this magnetization 

will give rise to the rotation of the major axis of the elliptical polarization due to the FE. Hence, 

there exists a linear relationship between the Faraday rotation angle and the input beam power 

in the low power regime. As seen in Fig. 2a, a strong linearity is observed up to about 1 mW 

for both input polarizations, after which small deviations start to appear. The onset of these 

deviations occurs even earlier when one looks at the ellipticity (Fig. 2b). Here, the elliptical 

shape of the output beam remains unchanged up to ∼ 0.75 mW. However, at higher powers, the 

polarization state has a tendency to become increasingly circularly polarized. 
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Fig. 2 Effect of the laser input power on the characteristic parameters of the elliptically 

polarized output beam in benzene at 700 nm. a Rotation angle. b Ellipticity (axial ratio). The 

optical path length was 2 mm. Data was taken for LEP and REP input beams. Symbols and 

solid lines represent data and fit, respectively. 

 

Using the data of the rotation angle from Fig. 2 (LEP state) and the value of the Verdet constant 

for benzene at 700 nm (265.4° T-1 m-1)30 fitted from the available literature datasets 
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(Supplementary Fig. 2a), Eq. (1) enables to calculate the magnitude of the static magnetic flux 

density present in the liquid. Fig. 3 shows that even under moderate average laser input powers, 

the static magnetic flux density in benzene reaches magnitudes in the range of 1–75 T. For 

example, with a 0.5 mW input beam in the LEP state, the measured rotation angle is ∼ 18.6°, 

which according to Eq. (1) results in a peak magnetic flux density of ∼ 35 T. As a consistency 

check, the static magnetic flux density is compared with the peak magnetic flux density of the 

laser input beam. With a beam waist diameter at the Rayleigh range of 2�� ≈ 10.6	μm 

(Supplementary Table 1), the peak irradiance per mW is ��& ≈ 57.0	GW ∙ cm-., and the 

average magnetic flux density per mW �/01 = 2.29 × 10-4	� = 1.1	μT. With a laser with a 

repetition rate of 6789 = 1	kHz and pulse duration of = = 22.5 ps, the peak magnetic flux density 

at 0.5 mW is therefore given by �9> = �/01 =6789⁄ ≈ 47	T, a value that falls in the range found 

above. The discrepancy with the value deduced from the rotation angle likely comes from the 

estimation of the beam irradiance which strongly depends on the location where the beam waist 

diameter is taken. 
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Fig. 3 Optically-induced static magnetic flux density in benzene at 700 nm. The input power 

range is the same as in Fig. 2. The Verdet constant used for benzene at 700 nm is V = 265.4°⋅T-

1⋅m-1 (Table 1)30. The optical path length was 2 mm. Data was taken for LEP and REP input 

beams. Symbols and solid lines represent data and fit, respectively. 

 

To verify that the IFE and the corresponding optically-induced static magnetization are 

developed over the spatial extent of the laser pulse, the rotation angle was measured in 

chloroform for different cell lengths (Fig. 4). According to Eq. (1), it is shown that the rotation 

angle is very linear with the cell length (L) for the smaller cells up to 5 mm. However, for the 

largest cell there is a clear deviation, indicating that the cell length has exceeded the spatial 

extent of the optical pulse and the static magnetization it generates. For a pulse duration of = ≈ 

20–25 ps duration, the spatial extent is @ = �= ≈ 6–7.5 mm. Hence, beyond this limit, the IFE 

becomes weaker and the static magnetization cannot be fully induced. For the experimental 

work on liquids and solutions, the cell length (optical path) was chosen to be less than or equal 

to 5 mm. 
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Fig. 4 Rotation angle in chloroform at 700 nm as function of cell length. The input power 

was set to 1.7 mW and the input polarization state was LEP. Symbol and line represent data 

and fit, respectively. The spatial extent of the optical pulse (blue area) is shown for comparison. 

 

The effect of the input laser power on the rotation angle and ellipticity of the output beam was 

checked for different input polarization states by varying the half-wave plate (HWP) rotation 

angle ψ which changes implicitly the characteristic parameters (χ, φ� and the H factor of the 

output polarization (see Eqs. (24) and (25) in the Methods section). The dependence of the H 

factor on the HWP rotation angle ψ is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. Fig. 5a shows that at 

low input power (0.9 mW) there is no rotation measured for the linearly polarized (LP; B = 0°) 

input beam indicating that, as expected, no IFE and, in turn, no magnetization optically-induced 

of the liquid. In addition, we do not see any linear birefringence (LB) (no change of ellipticity) 

due to the optical Kerr effect (OKE) as reported in Supplementary Fig. 4a. In the case of 

LCP/RCP (B = ±22.5°) input beams, the IFE is maximized but the maximum induced static 

magnetic flux density cannot change the input polarization state as LCP and RCP are the proper 

polarization states in magneto-optical media. Hence, no Faraday rotation can be probed with a 

circular polarization. For any other elliptical polarization states, which are not proper 

polarization states, a Faraday rotation occurs partially induced by the IFE/FE, depending on the 

relative asymmetry of the optical field in relation with the value of ψ, i.e., (χ, φ) (see Eq. (25) 

in the Methods section). In contrast, at higher input powers (2.4 mW) (Fig. 5b), Faraday rotation 

occurs more efficiently but OKE induces a LB as shown by the change of ellipticity 

(Supplementary Fig. 4b). It occurs with linearly polarized input beams as well as with any 

elliptical polarization states. Even though chloroform has a fairly modest OKE constant, for 

instance, in comparison to benzene and its derivatives31, the performed photopolarimetric 

measurement is quite sensitive to the influence of LB effects that have E2- or H2-dependencies, 
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including potential Cotton-Mouton effect (CME) and inverse CME (ICME)28,29. The effect of 

input laser power had also similar effects on the ellipticity, with LB effects causing the output 

beams to become more circular (Supplementary Fig. 4). 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Effect of the laser input power on the rotation angle in chloroform at 700 nm for 

different input polarization states. a Low power (0.9 mW). b High power (2.4 mW). The 
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optical path length was 2 mm. Symbol and line represent data and fit, respectively. The fit 

represents the rotation angle when only contributions from IFE/FE are present. 

 

Calibration method of the Verdet constant. External reference method. The fact that the 

rotation angle of benzene is linear over most of the input powers investigated and that this linear 

regime is where FE and IFE are predominant effects, enables to use benzene as a reference 

solvent to determine the Verdet constants of other diamagnetic liquids, provided they also 

display some linearity over the same (or lower) range of input powers. To demonstrate this 

external reference method, the rotation angle of chloroform was measured in the same 

experimental conditions as for benzene. Fig. 6 shows the rotation angle of chloroform plotted 

as function of the laser input power. Here, the input power range was extended because 

chloroform has an even weaker optical Kerr constant than benzene31. Recalling that the rotation 

angle in the linear regime is of the form � = E�, where E = F��, G, H���. is the slope (see 

Eq. (25) in Methods section), then from the comparison between the slopes of a reference 

solvent and another solvent at a given wavelength λ, the unknown Verdet constant of the latter 

is determined by 

�I0JK = ��I0J �78L⁄ �M .⁄ �78LK = �EI0J E78L⁄ �M .⁄ �78LK 			, (3) 

 

where �78LK  and �I0JK  are the Verdet constants at the wavelength λ of the reference and unknown 

solvent, respectively. 

Considering without loss of generality only the LEP state, one finds from the linear fit of the 

rotation angle of benzene (Fig. 2) that E78L ≈ �37.13 ± 0.56��, whereas for chloroform one 

has EI0J ≈ �9.05 ± 0.74��. Taking the fitted value of the Verdet constant of benzene at 700 

nm, �78L4�� = 265.4	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M (Supplementary Fig. 2a) from Botek et al.30, the calculated 
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Verdet constant for chloroform at 700 nm is �I0J4�� ≈ 131.1 ± 5.5	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M, in good 

agreement with values at 700 nm obtained from fitting of literature datasets (Table 1). It is 

important to note that, under strong applied or optically-induced magnetic fields, higher-order 

MOEs and IMOEs occurs, such as the CME and ICME, which are quadratic with the magnetic 

field and correspond to magnetic linear birefringence (MLB) contributions. However, the 

current determination of the Verdet constant is done in the low power regime where the slope 

at the origin depends linearly on the Verdet constant. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Effect of the laser input power on the rotation angle of the elliptically polarized 

output beam in chloroform at 700 nm. The optical path length was 2 mm. Data was taken for 

LEP and REP input beams. Symbols and solid lines represent data and fit, respectively. 

 

To further validate the method and for comparison purpose, it was applied to two other solvents, 

toluene and water. The plots of rotation angle for these solvents as function of the laser input 
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power in the LEP state are given in Supplementary Fig. 5. The Verdet constants of these 

solvents calculated with the external reference method are found in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between Verdet constants of diamagnetic liquids calculated with the 

external reference method and those obtained from fitting of available literature datasets 

(Supplementary Fig. 2). 

solvent �I0J4��	�° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M� �78L4��	�° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M� 

benzene (ref.) 265.430 337.232, 334.013, 265.430 

chloroform 131.1 ± 5.5 189.232, 188.933 

toluene 244.7 ± 5.6 306.432, 301.813, 236.230 

water 74.5 ± 0.8 145.532, 152.233, 152.113 

 

Comparative measurements of the Verdet constant between picosecond and nanosecond 

laser sources. In the previous sections, it was shown that with a laser source with an irradiance 

in the tens of GW⋅cm-2 and a pulse duration of tens of ps, it is possible to optically-induced a 

strong static magnetic field in liquids, provided that the cell length remains within the spatial 

extent of the pulse. In the case of nanosecond laser sources, the irradiance is usually lower by 

two to three orders of magnitudes, but the spatial extent of the pulse is very long (typically > 1 

m) such that the liquid and the cell are involved in the interaction. Using a laser source at 1550 

nm with a 5 ns pulse duration (see Methods section) with a peak irradiance per mW of ��& ≈

6.4	GW ∙ cm-., the rotation angle of benzene was measured using a cell length of 10 mm 

(Supplementary Fig. 6). It was necessary to found a balance between peak power and average 

power by adjusting the repetition rate of the ns laser (ranging from 10 to 1000 Hz). A high peak 

power increases the IFE/FE but also the risk of serious optical damages to the window cell (a 
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direct laser writing process is generated). Hence, for this specific measurement, the repetition 

rate of the laser was set to 50 Hz while keeping a sufficient peak power. Even though the Verdet 

constant of benzene at 1550 nm is relatively weak (62.2°⋅T-1⋅m-1; Supplementary Fig. 2a)32 and 

that static measurements are render difficult by fluctuations of the nanosecond laser pulses at 

low repetition rate, a substantial magnetic flux density is present in the liquid at this wavelength. 

For example, with a 7 mW input beam in the LEP state, the measured rotation angle is 2.2°, 

which according to Eq. (1) results in a peak magnetic flux density of ∼ 3.5 T. A consistency 

check using the data shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 shows that the average magnetic flux 

density in this particular setup is ∼ 0.9 µT, which is about three orders of magnitude stronger 

than that obtained by Pershan et al. with their nanosecond laser system26. Considering the 

parameters of the nanosecond laser source (Supplementary Table 1), then for a beam waist 

diameter at the Rayleigh range of 2�� ≈ 9.4	μm, one obtains a peak irradiance per mW, ��& ≈

45.7	GW ∙ cm-., which translates into a peak magnetic flux density �9> = �/01 =6789⁄ ≈ 3.5	T, 

in perfect agreement with the value deduced from the Faraday rotation angle measurement.  

 

Determination of the Verdet constant of binary dilute solutions. Internal reference 

method. For a binary solution where solute and solvent both contribute to the Faraday effect, 

the rotation angle relates to the Verdet constants of the two components: 

�IOP = E�IOP. �

= EQ�I0J + SIJ8�T,IJ8U
.� ≈ E�I0J. V1 + 2SIJ8Q�T,IJ8 �I0J⁄ UW�, 

(4) 

 

where �I0J is the Verdet constant of the solvent, and �T,IJ8, SIJ8 are, respectively, the molar 

Verdet constant and molar concentration of the solute. In the last step of Eq. (4), the quadratic 
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terms in the solute concentration have been neglected considering very dilute solutions (< 1 

mM) as long as SIJ8�T,IJ8 ≪ �I0J. Eq. (4) enables to determine the Verdet constant of a 

particular solute in a solvent provided that the Verdet constant of the solvent is known. This 

method is referred to as the internal reference method. To demonstrate the method, the rotation 

angle of a 10-4 M Eu(III)-triflate salt complex (Eu(Otf)3 where Otf- = CF3SO3
-) dissolved in 

chloroform was measured in the same experimental conditions as for neat chloroform. A plot 

of the rotation angles of the Eu(Otf)3 solution and chloroform as function of the laser input 

power indicates that the binary dilute solution contains as expected a paramagnetic contribution 

from the rare-earth Eu3+ cation that decrease (here slightly) the slope of the diamagnetic 

chloroform. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Rotation angle as function of the laser input power of a 10-4 M Eu(Otf)3 complex 

dissolved in chloroform at 700 nm. Rotation angle of neat chloroform is also shown for 

comparison. The optical path length was 5 mm. Data and fit are represented by circles and solid 

lines, respectively. 
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Comparing the slopes of the solvent (chloroform) and that of the Eu(Otf)3 complex in 

chloroform, the unknown molar Verdet constant of the solute Eu(Otf)3 is determined by 

�T,IJ8 = ��I0J 2⁄ SIJ8�Y��IOP �I0J⁄ � − 1Z			. (5) 

 

Considering without loss of generality only the LEP state, one finds from the linear fit of the 

rotation angle of chloroform that �I0J ≈ �22.96 ± 0.36�� (Fig. 7), whereas for the Eu(Otf)3 

solution one has �IOP ≈ �21.35 ± 0.21��, and taking �I0J = 131.1	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M for chloroform 

at 700 nm (see Table 1), then the calculated Verdet constant of Eu(Otf)3 at 700 nm is �T,IJ8 ≈

−45965° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M ∙ M-M =	−77608° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M ∙ �g mL⁄ �-M. 

 

Determination of the Verdet constant and enantiomeric difference of chiral liquids and 

their mixtures. Measurements of the Faraday rotation angle can also be used for the chiral 

discrimination between two enantiomers in a mixture. To show the potential of the method, 

rotation angle measurements were performed on mixtures of α-pinene enantiomers as shown 

in Supplementary Fig. 7. Considering a binary mixture of two enantiomers, and assuming their 

Verdet constants to be additive, the rotation angle of the mixture is given by 

�_`a = b�_`a
. �

= b�cd�d + c����.� = b�d.Y�1 − c�� + c���� �d⁄ �Z.�	, 
(6) 

 

where b = F��, B�� is a constant factor containing experimental parameters, �e and 

ce	�f = g, h� are the Verdet constants and volume fractions of the pure enantiomers. Fig. 8a 

shows the variation of the slope b�_`a
.  as function of the volume fraction of the enantiomers. 

One can clearly discriminate the two enantiomers as (1S)-(-)-α-pinene display a larger optical 
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rotation than (1R)-(+)-α-pinene because both natural and magnetic optical rotations are 

occurring in the same sense for (1S)-(-)-α-pinene. In contrast, for (1R)-(+)-α-pinene, the optical 

rotation is opposite to the Faraday rotation, therefore reducing its value. For example, in the 

case of (1S)-(-)-α-pinene, with a specific rotation extrapolated at 700 nm of Y�Z4�� = −29° ∙

dm-M ∙ �g/mL�-M	 34, an enantiomeric excess of 97%, and a density k = 0.86	g/mL, the 

calculated natural optical rotation angle amounts to about -1.2° for an optical path of 5 mm. 

Note however that this angle of rotation is for a linear input polarization; for the LEP state with 

ellipticity e = 0.6 used here, it is estimated to be less than half of this value. 

As with other achiral liquids, the Verdet constants of pure enantiomers or any of their binary 

mixtures can be determined using the external reference method taking this time chloroform as 

the reference solvent. For example, from a comparison between the slopes of chloroform and 

pure (1S)-(-)-α-pinene (Supplementary Fig. 7), the Verdet constant of (1S)-(-)-α-pinene at 700 

nm can be determined as 

�d4�� = Q�d4�� �78L4��⁄ UM .⁄ �78L4�� = QEd
4�� E78L

4��⁄ UM .⁄ �78L4�� ≈ 98.9	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M			, (7) 

 

where �78L4�� ≈ 131.1	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M as determined previously (Table 1). Using the same 

procedure, the Verdet constant of (1R)-(+)-α-pinene can be determined from Eq. (7), which 

yields ��4�� = �E�
4�� Ed

4��⁄ �M .⁄ �d4�� ≈ 89.5	° ∙ T-M ∙ m-M. Based on these values, one can 

calculate the enantiomeric difference ED% = 100 × �|∆�| 〈�〉⁄ � = 100 ×

2�|�� − �d| �� + �d⁄ � ≈ 10.0 for α-pinene, thus demonstrating the sensitivity of the IFE 

method to perform chiral discrimination, even for small and weakly FE-active chiral molecules. 

Similarly, using the external reference method with chloroform as the reference, the Verdet 

constants of the enantiomers of carvone, another chiral standard, were determined at 775 nm 

with an optical path of 3 mm as shown in Supplementary Fig. 8. The Verdet constants for the 
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(R)-(-)-carvone and (S)-(+)-carvone were found to be 151.3 and 182.2°⋅T-1⋅m-1, respectively, 

resulting in an ED% ≈ 18.5. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Chiral discrimination of α-pinene enantiomers and Verdet constants of chiral 

binary mixtures. a Slope of Eq. (6) in (1S)-(-)/(1R)-(+)-α-pinene mixtures at 700 nm. The 

optical path length was 5 mm. Data and fit are represented by red filled circles and solid lines, 
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respectively. b Verdet constants of (1S)-(-)/(1R)-(+)-α-pinene mixtures as function of the 

concentration in volume fractions of the (R)-enantiomer at 700 nm. Ideal behavior is indicated 

by the red dashed line. Data and fit (eye guide) are represented by black filled circles and solid 

lines, respectively. 

 

To verify whether the Verdet constant is additive in the chiral α-pinene mixture, the calculated 

Verdet constants were plotted as function of the volume fraction of one enantiomer (here, (1R)-

(+)-α-pinene) (Fig. 8b). Clearly, the Verdet constant is not additive in the mixture and the 

deviation from ideality is positive (with the exception of one outlying concentration). Such 

deviation would suggest that each enantiomer has more favorable interactions with its own kind 

rather than with its mirror image leading to local density changes in the mixture. Similar 

positive deviations of the Verdet constant have also been previously observed in binary 

mixtures of achiral liquids13. 

 

Summary. For the determination of the Verdet constant of materials, current methods rely 

almost exclusively on externally applied magnetic fields from electromagnets. Here, we used 

an all-optical, single beam method that exploits the IFE to induce in liquids localized magnetic 

flux densities in the range of 1–100 T. We note that the IFE is more efficiently generated by 

using pulsed laser sources in the picosecond regime. 

We find that this all-optical method requires only small sampling volumes and enables fast 

static measurements of the Faraday angle in any kind of liquids or solutions, whether 

diamagnetic or paramagnetic, achiral or chiral. We show that it is possible to extract the Verdet 

constant of solutes in very dilute binary solutions. In addition, we demonstrate for the first time 
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that the Verdet constants of chiral liquids can be used to easily discriminate enantiomers. Even 

for small chiral standards like α-pinene, enantiomeric differences of at least 10% are achieved. 

We conclude that the all-optical, IFE-based method significantly enhances the capability in 

determining Verdet constant and for chiral discrimination, and opens up the possibility towards 

other all-optical magnetic spectroscopies. 

 

Methods 

Theory. The phenomenological theory of the FE and IFE is already well established8,9,27,35,36, 

but a brief account is given here for the sake of completeness and for the convenience of the 

reader. In the presence of a low-frequency (quasi-static) magnetic field s� = s�0�, the 

effective susceptibility t8LL of a medium is a function of s�. For a sufficiently weak field (and 

neglecting spatial dispersion), the effective susceptibility can be expanded up to the first order 

in the magnetic field as 

t8LL��,s�� = t�M�uu��� + v�Vt�.�uuT��� + t�.�uTu���W ∙ s�			, (8) 

 

where t�M�uu is the linear electric susceptibility arising from pure linear optical contributions, 

t�.�uuT and t�.�uTu are the first nonlinear susceptibility corrections that originate from mixed 

magneto-optical contributions, and v� = 4� × 10-4 H⋅m-1 (Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9 Energy level diagrams of the FE and IFE. These nonlinear second-order effects are 

related to the mixed magneto-optical susceptibility t�.�uuT (and t�.�uTu) and opto-magnetic 

susceptibility t�.�Tuu, respectively. w��� denotes an electric dipole moment transition at 

frequency � between the ground and virtual excited levels. ��0� and ��0� refer to the static 

magnetic flux density and static magnetization, respectively. Transitions and static field 

quantities are represented, respectively, by solid and dashed arrows. Note that the IFE is the 

magnetic analog of the optical rectification, since the static magnetization results from the 

difference frequency of two electric dipole transitions. Any type of input polarization states is 

permitted in the FE but the IFE is only possible for elliptically (including circularly) polarized 

light. 

 

The effective polarization density due to this radiation source is given by 

x8LL��,s�� � y�t8LL��,s�� ∙ z���			. (9) 

 

Assuming a circularly polarized light travelling in the medium along the positive Z-axis with 

an associated time-harmonic electric field (in the frequency domain) given by 
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z±��� = 		 {�
√2

Q}~ ± f�~U�-e��	, (10) 

 

where the plus (+) and minus (-) signs refer to LCP and RCP light, respectively, and a quasi-

static magnetic field that is collinear with the propagation direction (s�� = ����), then the 

effective polarization density becomes 

x8LL��, s�� = y� �t�M�uu��� ± fv� �t�.�uuT��� + t�.�uTu���� ∙ s��� ∙ z±���

= y�t8LL± : z±���s��			, 
(11) 

 

with f = √−1. The handedness convention of the polarized input beam (Eq. (10)) is defined by 

looking towards the source, against the direction of beam propagation. 

The refractive index of the medium (assuming that it is non-magnetic (v� = 1)) is given by 

�± = Q1 + G8LL± UM .⁄ = �Q1 + G�M�uuU ± fv��G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu����
M .⁄

= �� �1 ± fv���-.�G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu����
M .⁄

	. 
(12) 

 

where �� and �- are the refractive indices for LCP and RCP light, respectively, and �� is the 

refractive index of the medium in the absence of magnetic field. The frequency dependence of 

Eq. (12) was omitted for clarity. Because �G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu��� ≪ 1, Eq. (12) can be 

expanded to yield 

�± ≈ �� ± f�v� 2��⁄ ��G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu���			. (13) 
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Eq. (13) as for consequence that if a LP light passes through an isotropic but optically 

inactive medium subject to a quasi-static magnetic field (externally applied or optically-

induced), the polarization plane of the incident light will be rotated. Because the LP light can 

be decomposed into LCP and RCP components of opposite handedness and phases, each of 

them travels at different speeds in the medium due to the different refractive indices causing a 

relative phase shift. This difference in refractive index or MCB is given by 

∆��� = �� − �- = �� − �� = f�v� ��⁄ ��G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu���			, (14) 

 

which results in the Faraday rotation angle (in rad) 

� = ��
� ∆��� = �������			, (15) 

with 

���� = f�
���

�G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu� = 2f�
���

G����.�uuT			, (16) 

 

using the fact that for an isotropic medium G����.�uuT = G����.�uTu. Here, as before, � is the Verdet 

constant, �� = v��� is the longitudinal static magnetic flux density, � is the distance travelled 

in the medium, and � is the wavelength of light. Note that the Verdet constant is a real quantity 

and that the nonlinear magneto-optical susceptibility is purely imaginary in such condition, 

away from resonance. 

As mentioned above, a quasi-static magnetic field can be established, either externally with 

an electromagnet or by an optically-induced magnetization. In the latter process, called the IFE, 

an intense circularly polarized light beam at frequency ω passes through an isotropic and non-

absorbing medium, and interacts with a small volume V containing a finite number of 
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uncorrelated molecules. Because the beam is intense, it induces to second order in the optical 

field a static molecular magnetic dipole moment 

��.��0; �,−�� = v�-M�Tuu�0;�,−��: z���z�−��			, (17) 

 

where �Tuu�0; �, −�� is the molecular mixed opto-magnetic hyperpolarizability. The process 

described by Eq. (17) is akin to an optomagnetic rectification, a magnetic analog of optical 

rectification (Fig. 9). 

For the general case of an elliptically polarized light travelling in the medium along the 

positive Z-axis, the associated time-harmonic electric field (in the frequency domain) is given 

by 

z��� = {�
�1 + G.�M .⁄ Q}~ + G�-e��~U�-e��		, (18) 

 

where G is an (real) amplitude ratio factor and H is a relative phase factor. For example, for 

G = 1 and H = ±� 2⁄ , one recovers the circular polarization states given in Eq. (10). 

Using Eq. (18), the static molecular magnetic dipole moment collinear with the propagation 

direction can be written explicitly in terms of components as 

E�
�.��0; �,−�� = v�-MV����Tuu + GQ����Tuu�e� + ����Tuu�-e�U + G.����TuuW {�.

1 + G.

= v�-MV����Tuu + 2fG sinH ����Tuu + G.����TuuW {�.
1 + G.			, 

(19) 

 

using the fact that in an isotropic medium, ����Tuu = −����Tuu 37. Here, the lower- and uppercase 

Cartesian subscripts refer to molecular- and laboratory-fixed frames, respectively. 
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The macroscopic static magnetization is obtained by performing a statistical averaging of 

the static molecular magnetic dipole moment over all possible molecular orientations: 

�� = ���0� = �〈E�
�.��0; �,−��〉

= �v�-MV〈����Tuu〉 + 2fG sinH 〈����Tuu〉 + G.〈����Tuu〉W {�.
1 + G.			, 

(20) 

 

where the angular brackets 〈⋯ 〉 stands for the statistical average and � is the number density 

of molecules. Because of the isotropic nature of the liquid, 〈����Tuu〉 = 〈����Tuu〉 = 0, and Eq. (20) 

reduces to 

�� =
4fG sinH

�1 + G.����
G����.�Tuu�			, (21) 

 

where � = ���y�� 2⁄ �{�. is the input irradiance and G����.�Tuu = �� v�y�⁄ �〈����Tuu〉. 

Because 1 2⁄ �G����.�uuT + G����.�uTu� = G����.�uuT = G����.�Tuu, then using the expression of the 

Verdet constant (Eq. (16)), the static magnetization can be further written as 

�� =
�
��

2G sinH
�1 + G.� ��			. (22) 

 

For a non-magnetic medium, the longitudinal static magnetic flux density generated by the 

IFE as function of the input irradiance follows from Eq. (22) and is given by 

�� = v��� = F��, G, H���			, (23) 

with 
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F��, G, H� = v��
�� ��G, H� = v��

��
2G sinH
�1 + G.�			, (24) 

 

where the characteristic parameters G and H are implicit functions of the input polarization state 

described by the HWP rotation angle B (see the section “Determination of the characteristic 

parameters of the elliptical polarization” of Supplementary Information for more details). 

Inserting Eq. (24) into Eq. (15), a similar linear relation between the Faraday rotation angle 

and the input irradiance can also be established: 

� = F��, G, H���.�			. (25) 

 

Materials. Neat organic liquids including benzene (No. 270709, purity ≥99.9%), chloroform 

(No. 366927, purity ≥99.8%), and toluene (No. 650579, purity ≥99.9%), chiral liquids (1S)-(-

)-α-pinene (No. 305715, enantiomeric excess (ee) = 97%) and (1R)-(+)-α-pinene (No. 268070, 

ee ≥ 96.5%), (R)-(-)-carvone (No. 124931, purity ≥ 97.5%) and (S)-(+)-carvone (No. 435759, 

purity ≥ 95.5%), as well as europium (III) trifluoromethanesulfonate (No. 425680, purity = 

98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as-received. Highly purified water with a 

resistivity ≥18.0 MΩ⋅cm from an in-house purification system was used. Liquid samples were 

contained in amorphous quartz cuvettes purchased from Hellma with either 2- (115-F-10-40, 

0.4 mL), 3- (101-015-40, 0.13 mL), 4- (114F-10-40, 1.4 mL), 5- (111-057-40, 0.85 mL), or 10-

mm (111-10-40, 3.5 mL) optical path lengths. 

Photopolarimetric measurements and data acquisition. Photopolarimetric 

measurements at 700 nm were carried out using the laser output of an optical parametric 

amplifier (PG411, Ekspla) pumped by a passively mode-locked neodymium-doped yttrium 

vanadate (Nd:YVO4) picosecond laser (PL2210-A-1K-SH, Ekspla). The pulse width (=) and 
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the repetition rate (6789) of laser pulses were ∼ 20–25 ps and 1 kHz, respectively. The intensity 

of the input beam on the sample was controlled from ∼ 0.1 up to 10 mW by a motorized HWP 

followed by a Glan-Laser polarizer with its transmission axis fixed vertically. The polarization 

state of the input beam, which is initially linearly polarized vertically, was varied using a 

combination of motorized HWP (with a rotation angle ψ) followed by a quarter-wave plate 

(QWP) with its fast axis fixed vertically. LP input beams were obtained by setting ψ = 0°, 

whereas LCP/LCP beams were obtained with ψ = ±22.5°. At any other values of ψ, input beams 

were elliptically polarized. The collimated input beam with a diameter D ≈ 3 mm was focused 

down to a beam size of ∼ 10 µm by a near-infrared 5× Mitutoyo objective lens (MY5X-822, 

Mitutoyo M Plan Apo, Thorlabs; numerical aperture (NA) = 0.14, working distance (WD) = 

37.5 mm, effective focal length (EFL) = 40 mm) before passing through the liquid sample 

contained in a quartz cuvette. The elliptically polarized output beam was analyzed by a 

motorized rotating polarizer before being detected by a photodetector (PM100D with S121C 

powerhead, Thorlabs) or an InGaAs photodiode (DET 10N/M Thorlabs) in the case of the 

photopolarimetric measurements on carvone at 775 nm. Each measurement was averaged over 

3 to 10 s. The power and polarization state of the incident beam as well as the settings of the 

power and polarization scans were controlled by a custom-designed LabView interface. 

Photopolarimetric measurements at 1550 nm were performed with a diode-pumped, intra-cavity 

frequency conversion, Q-switched nanosecond optical parametric oscillator (DC150-1053-

OPO, Photonics Industries). The pulse width and the repetition rate of laser pulses were 5 ns 

and 50 Hz, respectively. The maximal intensity of the input beam on the sample was 7.1 mW. 

The polarization state of the input beam linearly polarized vertically was controlled in a manner 

similar to the setup at 700 nm. The collimated input beam with a diameter D ≈ 4 mm was 

focused on the sample by a 10× Nikon objective lens (NX10-PF, Nikon Plan Fluor, Thorlabs; 
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NA = 0.30, WD = 16 mm, EFL = 20 mm). The polarization characteristics of the output beam 

were analyzed with the same methodology as that of the setup at 700 nm. 

All measurements were carried out at ambient temperature (293 K) and pressure. 

 

Data availability 

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author 

upon reasonable request. 
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